For the current season, Athletic.net is the designated website for posting results of qualifying meets. Qualifying standards are utilized for Classes AA, A and B. The MHSA Handbook requires that:

**A master list of qualifying times/marks will be updated regularly throughout the season and posted on the online stats program designated by the MHSA.** The meet's host school or the school's head track and field coach must submit/enter qualifying performances within two full business days of the mark being set. **Submissions must be completed using the MHSA-designated online stats program. Late submissions are not allowed and will not be used for qualifying/seeding purposes.**

---

### Creating Coach Accounts

MHSA track and field coaches may create a profile with Athletic.net by [CLICKING HERE](http://www.athletic.net/TrackAndField/School.aspx?SchoolID=22658) or by using the following link:


Scroll down to the blog for complete instructions.

By clicking on the question mark in the upper right corner of the screen, various links to help topics are available. These topics include navigating the site, creating an account, registering athletes for a meet, and uploading results.

Explore the “Coach Tools” link (also in the upper right corner) for options on editing team and athlete information.

---

### Viewing Performance Lists

Athletic.net is the designated site for performance lists. Select the performance list for “all” or for a specific class.

Performance lists can be found by [CLICKING HERE](http://www.athletic.net/TrackAndField/Montana/) or by using the following link:

http://www.athletic.net/TrackAndField/Montana/

---

### Uploading Meet Results

After you have signed in, you can view step-by-step instructions for uploading results by clicking the question mark in the upper corner of the screen.

Video instructions via YouTube can be found by [CLICKING HERE](https://www.youtube.com/user/AthleticNetVideos) or by using the following link:

https://www.youtube.com/user/AthleticNetVideos

---

### Need help?

Scroll to the bottom of any page to find the “Questions?” category for getting help or to participate in coach forums. Send an email to Athletic.net for a response by [CLICKING HERE](http://www.athletic.net/Feedback.aspx?PageHelpID=45) or by using the following link: